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Original Summary Sentiment Likes Dislikes
Had some issues with two of my Omega chairs.
On both cases the support team was very prompt and helpful and all issues solved.
It involved delivery of a chair base, one arm, 5x replacement casters (even tho only 1 was broken).
All covered by warranty. Very happy with this customer support experience. 5 stars
100% recommended Support team was prompt and helpful and all issues solved . Had some issues with two of my Omega chairs . All issues were covered by warranty . 100% recommended .positive Great support team Base, casters, arm issues

I'm close to sixty. For almost thirty-five years I spent many hours a day in a chair, I'm a computer scientist: I'll just let you imagine what my butt has become. So, just three considerations on my latest purchase: a SecretLab Titan Evo. First of all, comfort. Never felt so good, for so many hours, in a chair. Second consideration, the sensation of the technology behind this comfort is sensitive, effective. Last, third, and not least, I believe we can still improve. Not to belittle, on the contrary, for a continuous improvement of the product, as I have rarely seen done. I'm thinking of a self-lubricating system, or something equivalent. Honestly, this is a rewarding product. Thank you
P.S.: regarding the packaging and assembly instructions, I have never seen anything better, congratulations indeed. The SecretLab Titan Evo is a computer scientist's latest purchase . Never felt so good, for so many hours, in a chair . The sensation of the technology behind this comfort is sensitive, effective .positive

Comfortable
Good technology in the chair
Admire the company's constant improvements
Good packging
Easy assembly

Great product, even greater support.
The tilting seat makes this product beat the original dx racers. Been a proud owner for 3 years now and every time im in contact with secretlab for any reason they've always gone above and beyond. The tilting seat makes this product beat the original dx racers . Been a proud owner for 3 years now and every time in contact with secretlab for any reason they've always gone above and beyond . Great product, even greater support .positive

Better than DXRacers
Customer support fixes minor issues fast

Fantastic products right from the packaging!
I took the MAGNUS pro desk and the Titan EVO chair, both exceptional, robust and well designed. Highly recommended MAGNUS pro desk and the Titan EVO chair are both exceptional, robust and well designed . Fantastic products right from the packaging! Highly recommended .positive Excellent
Recently had an issue with my chair and reached out to the support team for help to purchase the parts I required. They were brilliant. Kept me informed with regular friendly, helpful and polite contact and helped resolve the issue even though i was out of warranty. Great job guys, Thank you. Recently had an issue with my chair and reached out to the support team for help to purchase the parts I required . Kept me informed with regular friendly, helpful and polite contact and helped resolve the issue even though i was out of warranty .positive Support team quickly fixed an issue
I bought the Titan Evo Regular, a lumbar pro pillow, and a footrest. I really love this chair. It lets me lounge but also helps me keep my posture while i am working. 

I had several questions to Secretlab support during the purchase phase, and they were kind and super helpful on their chat. In both cases quickly answering my questions and helping me out.

The only thing that I can criticize is that the chair was sent a day in advance of the pillow and footrest, and when they arrived the day after the chair, they had clearly had a rough time in transport (the chair itself was delivered in a perfect box with no issues at all). But since those two boxes just contained pillows, it wasn't really an issue since i will be throwing out the cardboard boxes they came in anyway. 

Overall, i highly recommend buying a chair from Secretlab. I bought the Titan Evo Regular, a lumbar pro pillow, and a footrest . I really love this chair. It lets me lounge but also helps me keep my posture while i am working .positive

Comfortable chair
Helpful support

I ordered a chair from this company. Great service. Fantastic quality chair. Easy ordering. Nothing to complain about.I ordered a chair from this company. Great service. Fantastic quality chair. Easy ordering. Easy . Easy ordering . Nothing to complain about .positive No complaints
I had an issue with my chair 2 years after the purchase and the custom care team resolve the issue in less than a week. The team always replied in less than 24h and gave me total transparency within all the steps. 10/10Custom care team always replied in less than 24h and gave me total transparency within all the steps . I had an issue with my chair 2 years after the purchase and the custom care team resolved the issue in a week . 10/10 .positive Customer support fixed an issue on a 3-year-old chair
The support was polite and fast, my Warranty issue was handled within a Day and spare Parts are in Delivery. The support was polite and fast, my warranty issue was handled within a Day and spare Parts are in Delivery . The warranty issue is handled within the day and spare parts are in delivery .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly
Super fast response and super fast remedy to my situation!!! Cannot thank secret labs enough  Secret labs have responded quickly to the patient's request for a quick remedy to his situation . Secret labs responded with a "super fast response and super fast remedy to my situation"positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly
Excelent customer support and product will buy again for sure. Keep up great work Secretlab.Keep up great work Secretlab. Excelent customer support and product will buy again for sure. Keep up Great work SecretLab. I'll buy again. I love Secretlab .positive Good customer support & product
Expensive af but if you have the money, their stuff is premium quality. Have a chair since a few years and even with cats around the house it's nearly perfect, now got the desk and I'm stoked. Overall secretlab has at least 12 hundred of my euros, but i hope these will last me a lifetime Expensive af but if you have the money, their stuff is premium quality . Have a chair since a few years and even with cats around the house it's nearly perfect . Overall secretlab has at least 12 hundred euros of my euros, but i hope these will last me a lifetime .positive Satisfied
Had an issue with my chair hydrolics after owning for 3 years emailed to ask where to buy the part, in my suprise they sent out the replacement piece for free! I'm so thankful and have definitely gained a for life customer! Had an issue with my chair hydrolics after owning for 3 years emailed to ask where to buy the part, in my suprise they sent out the replacement piece for free! I'm so thankful and have definitely gained a for life customer!positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly
Brilliant after sales service from the SecretLab team. Contacted them about a part that needed replacing. No fuss. Online forms raised immediately and part shipped within days. Also kept me updated on progress. Great job. Brilliant after sales service from SecretLab team . Contacted them about a part that needed replacing . Online forms raised immediately and part shipped within days .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly
I had a tear in my armrest, Even though this is not covered all I had to pay was postage. Great company, Great products, and great service. I had a tear in my armrest, Even though this was not covered all I had to pay was postage . Great company, Great products, and great service .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly
The Products....

So everyone gets this.... 

The Customer Service could be absolute barf so far as any particular individual could let it be, but so everyone REALLY gets it....

The stuff Secret Lab deliver to you & the manner in which they do even if things are on pre-order is absolute "Quality".

Anyone perceiving Secret Lab in a detrimental way need to go & re-think their Lives.

Magnus Pro Desk, PC Mount, Headphone hanger, Desktop LED strip, Double & Single Monitor Mounts along with cable management packs....

Expensive Desk but worth every single penny.

Thanks Guys! :o)  The stuff Secret Lab deliver to you & the manner in which they do even if things are on pre-order is absolute "Quality" The Customer Service could be absolute barf so far as any particular individual could let it be, but so everyone REALLY gets it .positive
Magnus Pro desk buying process was smooth
Good quality products

Well they answered very quickly, resolved every issue professionally and since I was under warranty I didn't have to pay anything. I'm very happy with their service "Since I was under warranty I didn't have to pay anything. Well they answered very quickly, resolved every issue professionally," says owner . "I'm very happy with their service," says customer .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly
Bought the Magnus desk pro XL and I have to say, the build quality is amazing. Just an FYI you will need 2 to assemble as it is so heavy to lift and flip. 

When contacting support over a query the response was instant with their online chat and if they cannot resolve your query then a ticket is created with regular follow ups. Really gives you confidence when buying. Bought the Magnus desk pro XL and I have to say, the build quality is amazing . Just an FYI you will need 2 to assemble as it is so heavy to lift and flip .positive
Bought a Magnus Pro desk
Good customer support

i bought a chair a couple of years ago (batman issue no less) and it s by far the most comfortable chair i ve ever had. i had some minor issue at the base recently and you guys sended all the parts i needed to fix it. perfect service. i m buying with you guys forever (that is if this chair doesn t hold for another 60 years!). thanks so muchi bought a chair a couple of years ago (batman issue no less) and it s by far the most comfortable chair i ve ever had . i had some minor issue at the base recently and you guys sended all the parts i needed to fix it . i m buying with you guys forever .positive
Comfortable
Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly

Fast and easy. Just a small clip of the problem and they sent me a new arm rest, didn't have to return the old one or anything. Just a small clip of the problem and they sent me a new arm rest, didn't have to return the old one or anything. Fast and easy. Just a few clips of the issue and the problem was fixed quickly .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly
Amazing Magnus Pro desk and brilliant support when their was a minor issue, was resolved immediately. Can't recommend highly enough. Amazing Magnus Pro desk and brilliant support . Brilliant support when their was a minor issue, was resolved immediately . Can't recommend highly enough. Amazing support .positive Good customer support (Magnus Pro)
My amazing chair developed a fault I connected with the warranty team; they have been quick to response; clear on direction to solve and very supportive during the replacement part installation.   Great videos show you how and explain in detail what you need to do.My amazing chair developed a fault I connected with the warranty team; they have been quick to response; clear on direction to solve and very supportive . Great videos show you how and explain in detail what you need to do .positive Good customer support  
Great communication with customer, very friendly and ready to help. Great communication with customer, very friendly and ready to help . Great communication . Great service with customer . Great customer satisfaction and customer satisfaction . Great work experience .positive Good customer support  
Brilliant Chair and Customer Service. Came back 3 years later with an issue and Secretlabs Customer server team sorted my issue in less than 3 emails. 10/10Secretlabs Customer server team sorted my issue in less than 3 emails . Brilliant Chair and Customer Service. 10/10 . Customer service. Brilliant chair and customer service .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue on a 3-year-old chair
The delivery was fast. Customer support was super helpful when a part of the chair broke and I got a replacement part super fast eventho it was nearly a year later. Can definitely recommend. Chair still looks brand new and has helped with my back pains.Customer support was super helpful when a part of the chair broke and I got a replacement part super fast . Chair still looks brand new and has helped with my back pains .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue on a 1-year-old chair
Outstanding service. I broke a part of my chair needed a replacement part. Despite my tardiness in getting back to them with the details a new part was sent within a few days. Couldn't ask for more!Outstanding service. I broke a part of my chair needed a replacement part . Despite my tardiness in getting back to them with the details a new part was sent within a few days . Couldn't ask for more!positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly

I got my new titan evo chair delivered and and its super comfy. I like that the materials seem to be high quality, its robust, very heavy and silent. I ordered an extra cleaning product which didn't come in the same time with the chair but it did come later. Also, their support is great. I twice needed assistance and both times they answered very quickly, their support staff is friendly and helpful; the last time i spoke to Adji and i had all my questions answered. I got my new titan evo chair delivered and and its super comfy. I like that the materials seem to be high quality, its robust, very heavy and silent. I ordered an extra cleaning product which didn't come in the same time with the chair but it did come later. Also, their support is great.positive

Comfortable
High-quality build
Fast customer support answers

Love it love it received my Diablo chair yesterday and it is amazing from the design the color even the awesome poster. That’s actually the instructions how to build a chair is genius even when I emailed secret labs for an update on my product. They got to me fast and very helpful. Amazing.The Diablo chair was created by secret labs in secret lab . The instructions how to build a chair is genius . The design and color of the chair is amazing .positive

Good customer support
Fast delivery
Great chair

The desk is superbe, shouts quality and strength.
Assembly was very simple. (Do not underestimate the weight of the parts)
I'm 1m90 (6f2 in freedom units) and having finally standing straight in my chair for working from home is a real relief.

Only downside was the delivery, which was late, packages split, and with confusing when not minimal status updates (TNT/FedEx)  for which one cannot hold SecretLab accountable
Still, I would have chosen more reliable delivery option even with an extra fee. The desk is superbe, shouts quality and strength . Delivery was late, packages split, and with confusing status updates (TNT/FedEx) Still, I would have chosen more reliable delivery option .positive

Magnus desk buyer
High quality
Provides good ergonomic relief Slow delivery, damaged boxes

I got all the answers I was looking for "I got all the answers I was looking for," says author . "I was able to find out what I really wanted to do," she says .positive Good customer support  
The customer support is very quick and helpful. I had an issue with the seat base on my Titan chair and they resolved the issue easily and professionally. Can wholeheartedly recommend the products, and if something has gone wrong you will have amazing people to aid you!The customer support is very quick and helpful . I had an issue with the seat base on my Titan chair and they resolved it easily and professionally . Can wholeheartedly recommend the products .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly
Best customer support out there. they really care and go the extra mile to meet my changing circumstances. i’ve had at least 3 great experiences with their customer service and no issues. also great products obviously since i keep coming backi’ve had at least 3 great experiences with their customer service and no issues . Best customer support out there. they really care and go the extra mile to meet my changing circumstances .positive Good customer support to fix issues
I originally asked Secret Lab support, where can I purchase replacement armrests? My armrests were ripped on the sides from continuous use.
My chair was still under warranty, and support had me take pictures of my chair to get the correct armrests ordered for replacement.
Lou had been giving me parts/order updates every 3 days.
I cannot recommend these chairs enough! Support and the quality of the products are awesome! I currently have 3 chairs. The House Targaryen, Cyperpunk 77 and the Akatsuki. Support and the quality of the products are awesome! I currently have 3 chairs. The House Targaryen, Cyperpunk 77 and the Akatsuki .positive
My sons have had several Secretlab chairs over several years-all used many hours a day. If ever we have had any issues, the Secretlab support team have resolved them quickly and gone over and above what I might have expected, and without any debate or fuss. Their customer support is outstanding and I would definitely purchase their chairs again Customer support is outstanding and I would definitely purchase their chairs again . My sons have had several Secretlab chairs over several years-all used many hours a day . If ever we have had any issues, the Secretlab support team have resolved them quickly .positive Fast customer support

I bought a Gaming Chair for my Son(26) He has Cerebral Palsy and plays Wheelchair Rugby for TeamGB, so it needed to be very comfortable, esp when his legs spasm etc. The chair was so easy to purchase on line. It was due to arrive in a few working days, however, to our suprise there was a message that it was being delivered the next day 😀. I had it delivered to my son's address and the driver even helped carry it to his room. I do wish there was an option for it to be put together for a small fee as even between 3 disabled people it took them a while... A very pleasant happy experience. I bought a Gaming Chair for my son(26) He has Cerebral Palsy and plays Wheelchair Rugby for TeamGB . The chair was so easy to purchase on line. It was due to arrive in a few working days, however, to our suprise there was a message that it was being delivered the next day .positive

Easy to buy online
Fast delivery
Comfortable for special needs users
Happy experience Difficult to assemble for 3 disabled people

Chat support is absolutely top notch. They answered all of my questions and concerns in a timely manner. Shipping time (Not delivery!) wasn't as fast as I hoped it would be considering that I bought a priority shipping option. Otherwise great experience.Chat support is absolutely top notch . Shipping time (Not delivery!) wasn't as fast as I hoped it would be . Otherwise great experience .positive Great support
I haven't received the desk yet but the email support provided by Shawn and chat support by Jester were spot-on. They were very professional and resolved all my enquiries very promptly. If the support stays the same after I receive the desk I will be very happy with my purchase. Thanks a lot gents!I haven't received the desk yet but the email support provided by Shawn and chat support by Jester were spot-on . If the support stays the same after I receive the desk I will be very happy with my purchase .positive Friendly support
Great products and awesome service! They really listen to customers and are always open to find a solution that makes everybody happy. Will stick with this brand whenever i need anew chair.Great products and awesome service! They really listen to customers and are always open to find a solution that makes everybody happy . Will stick with this brand whenever i need anew chair .positive Satisfied
Extremely quick and great response. I'll only buy my chairs from here.I'll only buy my chairs from here. Extremely quick and great response . I'm only buying my chair from here . I've only bought chairs from this site .positive Good customer support 
I talked with Several of the team before I decided to purchase the mortal Kombat chair!! They took me. Very serious also about being sponsored for the item

Since then I meet a few people who got me connections I know got 12k favs on
Instagram I talked with Several of the team before I decided to purchase the Mortal Kombat chair!! They took me. Very serious also about being sponsored for the item .positive Helpful customer support

Quick and helpful! Arm broke on my 3 year old chair and I had a warranty replacement within a couple of days. Communication was excellent.Arm broke on my 3 year old chair and I had a warranty replacement within a couple of days . Communication was excellent. Quick and helpful!positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue on a 3-year-old chair

I ordered the regular size I'm 5ft 10 sound lab Titan chair in black leather it was delivered within 4 days.very easy to assemble built in approximately 20 mins.This chair cost a bit more than the other gaming chairs but definitely worth paying that bit extra.the comfort of this chair is next level the lumbar support for your back really makes a difference.you can clearly see the quality in the stitching and the soft leather this chair is built to last would definitely recommendThe comfort of this chair is next level the lumbar support for your back really makes a difference . I ordered the regular size I'm 5ft 10 sound lab Titan chair in black leather it was delivered within 4 days .positive

Fast delivery
Easy assembly
Comfortable
High quality build

very fast responce and my issue resolved asap.very fast responce and my issue resolved asap. very fast response . very fast reply and I'm happy to have issue resolved . I'll be happy to get back in touch with the rest of the world .positive Fast customer support
Issue with backrest resolved really quickly with replacement sent within a few days. Great customer serviceIssue with backrest resolved really quickly with replacement sent within a few days . Great customer service . Replacement sent within few days with replacement in the next few weeks .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly
Great customer service and great product. Had an issue with the arm rest contacted customer service and ordered me a replacement part with no fuss. New part arrived within a couple of days, many companies could learn from secret labs, excellent A**Great customer service and great product . Had an issue with the arm rest contacted customer service . Replaced part with no fuss . New part arrived within a couple of days .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly
I ordered a Magnus Pro desk with every single attachment available. When my desk arrived, there was a defect that made it unusable. I reached out to there customer service the next morning, on a holiday, and they were available to help right then. A ticket was submitted and the replacement piece was shipped to me and arrived within a few days of the ticket being submitted. 

The packaging was very impressive. Everything was protected and cared for and properly labeled. 

The instructions are easy to follow for the desk as well as every accessory item for it. The assembly process takes next to no time and the final product is nothing short of perfect. 

I will be doing business with them again and I would highly recommend these products to anyone and everyone. 

TL;DR: Products on point. Customer service on point.Magnus Pro desk is a Magnus Pro with every attachment available . The assembly process takes next to no time and the final product is nothing short of perfect . Customer service on point .positive

Magnus Pro desk arrive damaged - fast resolution
High quality build
Impressive packaging

Amazing product,great design and prompt delivery with standard delivery,delivered within 2 days.Easy to assemble and good instructions.Chair is very comfortable and gives my body a good support,definitely recommend it.Only thing,wish it had a footrest for the price but other than that great stuff!Also extended my warranty to 5 years by posting a picture of my wonderful chair!❤ Amazing product,great design and prompt delivery with standard delivery . Easy to assemble and good instructions . Chair is very comfortable and gives my body a good support,definitely recommend it .positive

Fast delivery
Comfortable chair
Free 5-year warranty extension

Great experience ordering from secretlab, even giving me an update about the delivery. The chair itself is even better than i thought. Biggest thing for me is the quality of the fabrics, they feel amazing.
If u are still looking for a chair with great comfort and great building quality: look no further! Great experience ordering from secretlab, even giving me an update about the delivery . The chair itself is even better than i thought. Biggest thing for me is the quality of the fabrics .positive

Good support
Good chair
Nice upholstery

Great customer service via chat (Jester) I had a question with regards to measurements received a quick and solid response. So ordered the Magnus Pro, Titan Evo and some accessory’s. If the product is as good as the customer service we should be good! Great customer service via chat (Jester) I had a question with regards to measurements received a quick and solid response . So ordered the Magnus Pro, Titan Evo and some accessory’s . If the product is as good as the customer service we should be good!positive Good customer support
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Original Summary Sentiment Likes Dislikes
I’ve had my Secretlab Titan chair for 2 years, until the tilt-mechanism broke down last week. I’ve read stories of people having the worst customer service experience so i was already kinda gutted…

BUT, i filed in a warranty claim and provided them with a clear video showing the broken tilt-mechanism. They asked me to disassemble the tilt-mechanism but i didn’t had the right tools.

“NO PROBLEM” Secretlab said, so they just sent me a whole new “bottom”-set and i didn’t had to pay anything for it. 

Wonderful chair, top-tier service!

I already 100% recommended Secretlab to all my friends, and after this i’ll keep on doing the same! 

10/10!!!  The tilt-mechanism of the Titan chair broke down last week . Secretlab sent me a whole new “bottom”-set and i didn’t had to pay anything for it . Wonderful chair, top-tier service!positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly
Quick, to the point and accurate support. Quick, to the point and accurate support. Quick. Quick . Quick . To the point, quick, accurate support . Quick, quick and accurate . Quick.positive Good customer support
I can’t recommend SecretLabs enough as they are extremely helpful and knowledgeable. I purchased a chair (which I love) and conte ted them for some damage on an armrest. They were most helpful and it was all sorted in a few days. Great company and great chairs. Recommended.SecretLabs are extremely helpful and knowledgeable . They were most helpful and it was all sorted in a few days . Great company and great chairs .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly
Secretlab are brilliant, 5 stars. I contacted them on a Saturday evening and to my surprise they answered the same evening. Kept me upto date with progress on my new parts and as a goodwill gesture replaced the parts free of charge. Definatly recommend Secretlab. Secretlab are brilliant, 5 stars. I contacted them on a Saturday evening and to my surprise they answered the same evening . Kept me upto date with progress on my new parts and replaced the parts free of charge .positive Fast customer support
Super helpful staff, processed my request super quickly and got me the replacement parts I needed to fix my chair free of charge. Incredibly easy and fast support experience! Super helpful staff, processed my request super quickly and got me the replacement parts I needed to fix my chair free of charge . Incredibly easy and fast support experience!positive Good customer support
I've bought 3 chairs from Secretlab over the past couple of years, and have been very happy with all of them.  

I did find that on one chair, one of the armrests deteriorated quicker than I'd expect, but Secretlab were happy to replace it for free.  

No complaints.  Will use again for my next chair :) I've bought 3 chairs from Secretlab over the past couple of years, and have been very happy with all of them . I did find that on one chair, one of the armrests deteriorated quicker than I'd expect .positive
Owns three chairs
Secretlab quickly replace fault arms on one 

I've had my Joker seat for 2 years now. Over last few days it developed a fault with the base. I work from home and chair is a very important for me as I sit on it of all day.. 
Secretlab team dispatched new immediately and within 24 hours I had my seat back! Amazing service from the company and great statement to the customer service.It is great to see they care for existing clients same as for new sales.
I will be looking to upgrade my desk soon and Secretlab MAGNUS Pro XL is definitely top of my list.I've had my Joker seat for 2 years now. Over last few days it developed a fault with the base. I work from home and chair is a very important for me as I sit on it of all day . Secretlab team dispatched new immediately and within 24 hours I had my seat back! Amazing service from the company .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue on a 3-year-old chair
I bought a chair for my work as I sit many hours a day. After about 3 years, I noticed that the lower part of the chair had given way and therefore I reported it to after-sales assistance. They asked me for precise details and to send a video. I did it and after a few days they sent me the piece to be replaced for free since the warranty is 5 years. I'm really amazed and I really enjoyed this thing. After about 3 years, I noticed that the lower part of the chair had given way and reported it to after-sales assistance . After a few days they sent me the piece to be replaced for free since the warranty is 5 years . I'm really amazed and I really enjoyed this thing.positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue on a 3-year-old chair
Communication is prompt, friendly, and accurate. The team makes sure to follow up on resolved issues, and keeps me in the loop on backorders or other things that cannot be resolved immediately. A+! Communication is prompt, friendly, and accurate . The team makes sure to follow up on resolved issues, and keeps me in the loop on backorders . A+!positive Good customer support
Quick to help, offered to replace my Titan chair arms without warranty, fast delivery within 2 days all sorted. More companies should be like this Quick to help, offered to replace my Titan chair arms without warranty, fast delivery within 2 days all sorted . More companies should be like this .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly
The employee by the name of Gerald helped me amazingly throughout the entire process, and it went all quick and without a hurdle. "It went all quick and without a hurdle. The employee by the name of Gerald helped me amazingly throughout the entire process," she says .positive Good customer support
I had a problem with my chair, I had broken the armrest, the assistance immediately responded by sending me a replacement piece, they also followed my practice until they made sure that I had received the piece. Great service and support! I had a problem with my chair, I had broken the armrest . The assistance immediately responded by sending me a replacement piece . They also followed my practice until they made sure that I had received the piece .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly
Ordered 30/08/2023 and received 08/09/2023.
Although there was a small delay, even after paying for express shipping, my queries were dealt with efficiently and I couldn't be happier with the customer service.
The chair itself is so comfortable to sit on and really well made. It feel sturdy and strong, hopefully lasting for many years to come. The design is spectacular (Alliance, World of Warcraft) and the materials  are stunning.
I am 6'3", slender build and have the Omega 2020 but it doesn't feel too small at all although, there is a bit of a gap between the edge of the chair and quad muscle area of my leg, which may take a bit of getting used to but if I take the provided cushion away, it mainly resolves this problem.
The provided head and lumbar cushions are so soft but supportive as well, I particularly like the cooling feel you get with the head cushion. Shame that the head cushion is connected by a band and not magnets but that does allow for a bit of movement when you have the chair in full recline.
100% recommend the Omega 2020 range to anyone however, it may become uncomfortable for those who are a bit wider in the hips or legs. If I ever need another or new chair, I will be ordering another from here! The design is spectacular (Alliance, World of Warcraft) and the materials are stunning . The provided head and lumbar cushions are soft but supportive as well, I particularly like the cooling feel you get with the head cushion .positive

Good customer service
Comfortable chair
Nice designs
Good for taller people
Good adjustable features

Great comunication from the moment I've ordered the desk and the chair. Amazing quality and service! Definitely I recommend SecretLab products to anyone!Great comunication from the moment I've ordered the desk and the chair . Amazing quality and service! Definitely I recommend SecretLab products to anyone!positive Good support team
Quick response from team, verified my purchase and complaint (improper stitching), and provided a replacement. They also followed up after delivery to make sure the replacement was fine.

^This was for a Titan Evo pillow  This was for a Titan Evo pillow . Quick response from team, verified my purchase and complaint (improper stitching) and provided a replacement .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly
I bought a cyberpunk chair. Matching colors with my cyberpunk customized case and mousepad. 

The colors are bright and artwork is nice. The arm rest is good and customizable. The height of the chair rest well with my chair and build.

i am 170cm, 88 KG. it is well supported for big sized men.The colors are bright and artwork is nice . The arm rest is good and customizable . The height of the chair rest well with my chair and build . It is well supported for big sized men .positive

Good build quality
Nice aesthetics
A good for for big guys

I was impressed by the speed of response, willingness to help and the quick shipment of the hydraulics that needed replacement for my chair being sent out. I was impressed by the speed of response, willingness to help and the quick shipment of the hydraulics that needed replacement for my chair being sent out .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly
Great! Give Loreine a raise  Loreine, Loreine and Loreine all get a raise for their salaries . Loreine is one of the stars of a new reality series, starring Loreine in a new documentary .positive Good customer support
I’ve owned this chair for two years now and it’s a great product! I had an issue and the customer service team helped me quickly and shipped a replacement part immediately!
Great team and great product! I’ve owned this chair for two years now and it’s a great product! I had an issue and the customer service team helped me quickly and shipped a replacement part immediately!positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly
I came down with a couple of problems on a warranty issue. Even though my chair was out of warranty they still took care of me. This is a great company and I will keep coming back.I came down with a couple of problems on a warranty issue . Even though my chair was out of warranty they still took care of me . This is a great company and I will keep coming back .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly
Wow, what a great gaming chair, very well made and very high quality materials,  it cheap to purchase but more than worth the extra The gaming chair is a great gaming chair, very well made and very high quality materials . It is cheap to purchase but more than worth the extra .positive Worth it
After an initial problem with the shipping address, they assisted me quickly via email, solving the problem. EXPERIENCE 10/10, Good job After an initial problem with the shipping address, they assisted me quickly via email, solving the problem . EXPERIENCE 10/10, Good job .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly
Secretlab products are genuinely amazing, however my Magus Pro desk arrived with a default. Secretlab chat agents were excellent in helping me out and the customer care specialists were fantastic, friendly and helpful in getting a new tabletop shipped out. I can not wait for the RGB lighting and other add-ons to arrive and look forward to odering more Secretlab products in the future! Secretlab products are genuinely amazing, however my Magus Pro desk arrived with a default default . I can not wait for the RGB lighting and other add-ons to arrive . Secretlab chat agents were excellent in helping me out .positive Received a fault desk part; customer support shipped out a new one quickly

I'm proud owner of a Titan XL, off of the warranty, and had a problem with an arm chair, so I had to replace it, and there was no way of finding a replacement,  but eventually I contacted Secrtlab support team, and they were super kind and efficient, with my issue, so they promptly offered a replacement with a massive discount, and boom I was sorted, never been so happy, for everything, especially for the easy way they dealt with it, Secretlab you guys ROCK! THANK YOU SO MUCH I'm proud owner of a Titan XL, off of the warranty, and had a problem with an arm chair, so I had to replace it . I contacted Secrtlab support team, and they were super kind and efficient, with my issue . They promptly offered a replacement with a massive discount, and boom I was sorted, never been so happy .positive
Good customer support
Fast issue resolution

After 3 years use of my chair the lower tilt function broke so they sent out all the replacement parts for the entire lower part or the chair and I was easily able to replace it straight away. Perfect service.After 3 years use of my chair the lower tilt function broke so they sent out all the replacement parts for the entire lower part or the chair and I was easily able to replace it straight away .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly
My hydraulic spring of my Titan chair started to deflate spontaneously when I sat on it. I reported this by email and within a week I had a new replacement hydraulic spring at no costs. GREAT SERVICE! Very much appriciated.My hydraulic spring of my Titan chair started to deflate spontaneously when I sat on it . I reported this by email and within a week I had a new replacement hydraulic spring at no costs .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly

The quality of their product and their customer support is unrivaled!The quality of their product and their customer support is unrivaled . The quality and customer support of the product and the quality of the customer support are unrivalled .positive
Good quality products
Good customer support

I've had my Titan since 2019 and it has performed fantastically for the entire time I've had it. Last year I broke the reclining mechanism and didn't think to ask for a replacement because my warranty had expired. I just recently went to support to see if they could help me out as I can barely even use the chair now and they sent me an entirely new part despite my warranty being void. Thank you so much for the fantastic customer support!Last year I broke the reclining mechanism and didn't think to ask for a replacement because my warranty had expired . I just recently went to support to see if they could help me out . They sent me an entirely new part despite my warranty being void .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue on a 3-year-old chair
Recently the right armrest of my secretlab started to deform. I contact the secretlab support via chat, and in couple of days they send me a replacemente free of charge, I only need to pay the shipping wich was arround 3€. The armrest replacemente arrived today, to change it was really easy just one screw and a plastic clip.

To conclude great customer experience, and great support team.The right armrest of my secretlab started to deform . I contact the secretlab support via chat via chat and in couple of days they send me a replacemente free of charge . I only need to pay the shipping . The armrest replacemente arrived today .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly
I had an issues with the two arm rests on my chair, after reporting it and submitting pictures of the issue. They quickly got back to me that it was covered by warranty but they were currently out of stock. They let me know when they would be getting new stock in and kept me informed of any updates and insured I knew they were still sending them once they we're available. Once in stock they were dispatched and delivered quickly. 

Great experience the people that handled my case were Ben, Lou and Geric. After reporting it and submitting pictures of the issue, they quickly got back to me that it was covered by warranty but they were currently out of stock . They let me know when they would be getting new stock in and kept me informed of any updates and insured I knew they were still sending them once they we're available .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue quickly
The armchair on my 2020 Secretlab Titan broke, after 3 years of service. 
I filed a support request without much hope, but Secretlab answered quickly and sent me a replacement armchair. It arrived within a week. Fast and excellent support ! Thanks ! The armchair on my 2020 Secretlab Titan broke, after 3 years of service . I filed a support request without much hope, but Secretlab answered quickly and sent me a replacement armchair . It arrived within a week .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue on a 3-year-old chair
I had a fault with my chair after 3 weeks, a bolt snapped, and I contacted customer service through the website chat. My case was logged in a few minutes, and I was told I'd be contacted with 24-48 hours. Within 2 hours not only was I contacted by the customer service team, but replacement parts were ordered and dispatched which I received and fitted within a day and a half. Unbelievably good customer service which I cannot fault. This is the kind of service you'd like to receive but rarely do these days. Highly recommended not only for a quality chair, but they've really nailed it with the aftercare. Very happy customer, thanks! After a fault with my chair after 3 weeks, a bolt snapped, and I contacted customer service through the website chat . Within 2 hours, replacement parts were ordered and dispatched which I received and fitted within a day and a half . This is the kind of service you'd like to receive but rarely do these days .positive Customer Support fixed a warranty issue on a 3-year-old chair
I've had a great experience with the chat support. My warranty extension wasn't working as expected and immediately they resolved the isssue. No case number, no "we will concact you soon within 6 months", no chat robot struggles before you could talk to a real person. The support agent was super polite and gave me the feeling of being worth something to the company.
Seriously, compared to most support services I contacted the last few years this one was by far superior. I was amazed with how fast my issue was dealt with in all honesty.
I normally never bother writing reviews, but the Secretlabs team earned this one!I've had a great experience with Secretlabs chat support . My warranty extension wasn't working as expected and immediately they resolved the isssue . The support agent was super polite and gave me the feeling of being worth something .neutral

Good customer support

UPDATE: was advised the cable management bundle was not with courier so delivered what they had. Got the cable bundle but not the PC Mount which was very important. They don’t know their heads from their feet and this us a premium brand and prices? Yeah ok more like someone working from their garage. Would give -5 stars if i could oh and don’t expect any support either!

Awful company, charge a huge amount of money yet cannot arrange a simple delivery. I spend £1600 and wait days and days but yet can spend £5 on Amazon and get next day. NO support and i mean no support just copy paste answers, one of the couriers they use are awful too.

Do yourself a favour and use a diff company, just because secret labs are expensive does not mean they are good.The company charge a huge amount of money yet cannot arrange a simple delivery . They don't know their heads from their feet and this us a premium brand and prices? Yeah ok more like someone working from their garage . Would give -5 stars if i could oh and don't expect any support either!neutral
Misisng items after delivery
Poor customer support

I recently bought the Secretlab MAGNUS Pro XL desk, incl. double arms and the led stripe. I set it up pretty rapidly with minimal help from my wife (the desk is heavy). 

I've been using it for the past 3 days now and so far I'm loving it(!) It looks and feels very premium. The arms are a must in my opinion. Otherwise, your space is slightly limited, as the movable back part of the desk needs to be free of anything - you open it to access the cables. With the arms you get quite a bit of "additional" space, as they can hang over the movable back panel. I also really like that you can block the touchpad. Otherwise, it is very easy to move the desk up/down by chance - the "buttons" are very sensitive.

I also like the lights, but I'm not sure about the quality of the stripe. The connector cable looks like it is half broken (works though) and the app is a disaster. First day it showed me all the light schemes, incl. Cyberpunk. And next day most of these options were gone and only some main 4-5 light schemes stayed available (bug?). Also, when I try to save my own light Scenes, I always get an error message when trying to save. And it sometimes does save and other time does not - to my total confusion. The stripe also is not recognized by Google Home (it should be, according to the manual / box / ads). The lights themselves are awesome, giving this really cool effect.

Overall, I'm very happy with the purchase, with the minimal problems with the lights (which does not effect the desk usability itself).The Secretlab MAGNUS Pro XL desk looks and feels very premium . The arms are a must in my opinion . The connector cable looks like it is half broken (works though) and the app is a disaster .neutral

Magnus Pro desk buyer
Premium look and feel
Nice lighting effects
Useful addons Broken lighting connector cable

It took weeks to get my replacement part shipped and for some reason the issue wasn’t covered when it was before. I can’t believe you made me pay the shipping fee instead of just absorbing it as a matter of customer service. Makes me think twice about future purchases…It took weeks to get my replacement part shipped and for some reason the issue wasn't covered when it was before . I can't believe you made me pay the shipping fee instead of just absorbing it as a matter of customer service . Makes me think twice about future purchases…neutral
It took 2 weeks for replacement parts to ship
The customer had to pay for shipping

Receiving a chair with rusted screw. Has been contacting the company for solution. Basically, if you are lucky, you will receive reply by email PER DAY. If not, endless day for the revert. 

Customer service in the web can help you record problem but not solving problem.

Overall, a horrible company to deal with. Avoid it as much as possible.

Product quality? rusted screw and chair's part remains scattered around pending the solution from the conpany If you are lucky, you will receive reply by email PER DAY . If not, endless day for the revert . Customer service in the web can help you record problem but not solving problem .negative

Chair came with a rusted screw
Slow customer support response
Horrible experience

Secretlab were not able to give any response regarding their standard process regarding warranty issues, which they are required by laws in several countries they operate in.
They were also not able to escalate the request to anyone within Secretlab responsible for working with warranty issues, or someone responsibe at all - it seems Secretlab do not have a process for escalating issues at all.

All in all quite worrying for a company this size. Secretlab were not able to give any response regarding their standard process regarding warranty issues, which they are required by laws in several countries they operate in . Secretlab do not have a process for escalating issues at all .negative
Secretlab could not define their warranty policy
Secretlab did not escalate the customer's issue fast enough

I wanted to buy your desk for my company but there's no way to get a proper invoice with tax number, because there's no proper field in checkout, and your employees cannot help me. Contact was a total waste of time. I wanted to buy your desk for my company but there's no way to get a proper invoice with tax number . There's no proper field in checkout, and your employees cannot help me. Contact was a total waste of time .negative Couldn't get a proper invoice for tax reasons
I've had the worst customer service experience with Secretlab. My experience so far is a mix of bad customer service and cheap quality chairs that are overly priced... 
I bought my chair in September 2021, I got the Titan XL EVO made with fabric, color Cookies & Cream. With shipping the chair was around 850$ CAN. 
The chair itself arrived damaged. The mechanism that allows the chair to go up and down was defective. It took over 45 days for someone to send me a replacement and since then, the same mechanism has been replaced twice and the seams on the lower seat have begun to unravel. the seat will also be replaced for the second time, but this time Secretlab is charging me for the replacement seat 125$ as they say this is normal wear & tear... I've had IKEA chairs that lasted longer and cost only 250$ and lasted 3 years without any problems! Now Secretlab chairs need replacement after 8 months of everyday usage... I will never buy from them ever again. I will pay for the replacements but this will be the last time I spend any money on that chair. I do not recommend Secretlab chairs at all. Paying 850$ for a chair that breaks every 8 months is just a bad investment. Never EVER again!! This CIe promise of a high-end gaming chair was for me a neverending headache and a waste of time and money.I've had the worst customer service experience with Secretlab . My experience so far is a mix of bad customer service and cheap quality chairs that are overly priced . I will pay for the replacements but this will be the last time I spend any money on that chair .negative

Chair arrived damaged
Had to wait 45 days for a replacement
Secretlab charged them $125 for a replacement seat

The impressive duo, Secret Labs and XDP. I have been trying to get a chair delivered to my house the past few weeks. After paying £30 for premium delivery (which they say was done because it got shipped in time) My delivery was lost/ stolen by the driver from XDP. After reading the reviews here, this is not a common occurrence. Its been happening for some time. Secret labs feel it is okay to continue working with these criminals and sell products over £500 with a dice roll to weather they make it or not.

I have been very patient before writing this review, I have very long email threads spanning the last couple of weeks. Most of the replies containing "thank you for your patience" and "we are looking into this for you". 

This is the worst customer service I have EVER received. The impressive duo, Secret Labs and XDP. Unfortunately, their delivery was lost/ stolen by the driver from XDP . Secret labs feel it is okay to continue working with these criminals and sell products over £500 with a dice roll to weather they make it or not .negative XDP couriers lost their chair
Unfortunately I can not review the product as it has not arrived, what I can say though is I'd avoid purchasing from Secret Lab in future as they use the worst courier (XDP, look them up). I've spent a total of about 3-4 hours this week trying to get my chair delivered. It now says it's delivered but is nowhere to be seen. Secret Labs support are as helpful as they can be but there's not a lot they can do. I'm forced for give Secret Lab a 1 star purely due to their poor choice of courier.I've spent a total of about 3-4 hours this week trying to get my chair delivered . It now says it's delivered but is nowhere to be seen . I'm forced for give Secret Lab a 1 star purely due to their poor choice of courier .negative XDP couriers lost their chair
The chair is way too expensive for its quality and features. I bought their Secretlab Titan for 400€ and it is really not worth the money. The chair was misaligned even after rebuilding it a couple of times, the customer services wants you to pay the return fees which are easily more than 100€ for a 30kg package, there is a gap between the seat and the backrest for all models I have seen, the armrests have different heights, the armrests have different positions and are not placed equally. The chair is squeaky when tilting making annoying noises the whole time.

Secretlab knows about these problems, when I contacted them they already had a private youtube video trying you to explain how to "fix" the misalignment. They know that these problems are there because of their manufacturing but they are too lazy and greedy to change their manufacturing process. They advertise the chair very good with high quality baits but IT IS NOT AS GOOD as they are trying to advertise it!!!

Besides that they are faking the reviews on their website and I bet they also fake a lot of reviews here on trustpilot. Just check the reviews on their website it is almost always the same images and everything is always perfect. If you dont believe me go filter on their website 1-star ratings and you will see that even their 1-star ratings say the chair is perfect. So badly faked.

I know it is sometimes hard, when your mind focuses and wants to buy this chair so bad, you have to convience it that it is not as good. Trust me, this chair is NOT WORTH the money.

Save yourself the stress and problems made with their chairs, save your money and buy a different chair or even just buy a "normal" office chair which fullfills all these requirements perfect.The chair is way too expensive for its quality and features . The customer services wants you to pay the return fees which are easily more than 100€ for a 30kg package . The chair was misaligned even after rebuilding it a couple of times . The armrests have different heights and are not placed equally .negative

Poor quality, high price
Charges shipping fees to return items
Design issues
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Original Summary Sentiment Likes Dislikes
Edit2: Under the Consumer Rights Act 2015, items sold must be of satisfactory quality and fit for purpose. Arm rests wearing out on a chair twice within 1 year means it's not of satisfactory quality. The wear isn't even on the part where skin meets the material, the material is literally cracking on the side. 'Durable' material doesn't do this. 

Edit: Took a lot of back and fourth, quoting the Consumer Rights Act 2015, but they've finally decided to follow the law and send replacement parts without cost.

Ignore any review from reviewers that have only recently purchased. These chairs do not last. 

They're comfortable, but the quality is not good.

I use the chair every day working from home. I am now on my 3rd warranty claim, and there's plenty of others making the same claims.

The arm rests are made from a material that splits very easily. They lasted around ~150 days before splitting on the side. They will argue this is wear and tear but it's due to the PU material they use splitting if it is compressed. They blamed me for ramming it under the desk. Their assumption as I keep the arm rests level with my desk. 

The base eventually ended up with 2 metal rods poking out from it. Secret lab did replace this but they blamed me for not sitting on the chair correctly. An assumption on their part again. It's a chair, I'm sitting on it.

Also to add, they remove my negative review from their product page. I can only assume it was because I included images of the faulty parts.

Contacting their customer services is a terrible experience. It's like talking to  GPT 2 chat bot. They don't read more than a single line of your emails.The arm rests are made from a material that splits very easily . They lasted around 150 days before splitting on the side . They will argue this is wear and tear but it's due to the PU material they use splitting if it is compressed . The base eventually ended up with 2 metal rods poking out from it .negative

Quality concerns
Durability issues
Had to make many warranty claims
Poor customer support

Yes emailed on the 8th and then today- 3 days of worrying whether I’ve lost my money and stress from it. It’s not like it’s £5! Unfair to still be left in the dark about whether I’ll even get my money back. 

In reply to your response secret lab - the emails I’m receiving aren’t helpful at all, I have to constantly repeat the fact it has been delivered & signed for by someone. This isn’t what you expect from a £500 purchase 

Edit: 5 days later, still not getting anywhere. No mention of refund, no mention of a replacement. Secretlab email saying “we can see it’s been delivered” and are ignoring the fact it’s been delivered to a house miles away from me and they’re claiming not to have it. I reply to emails to say it hasn’t been delivered, to get a reply days later saying exactly the same thing. Clearly don’t care about customer service. Hope you enjoy my £500 when I have nothing to show for it! 

Chair was attempted to be delivered to a house miles away, gave specific delivery instructions for reattempt, for it to be delivered to another house miles away. Contacted secretlab, contact XDP, no useful information. No mention of replacement or refund. Can’t speak to anyone on the phone, nearly £500 down and kept in the blue of what’s actually going on. 1-2 days delivery, 9 days later, still no product, and no idea whether I’m going to get a replacement or refund. Chair was attempted to be delivered to a house miles away, gave specific delivery instructions for reattempt, for it to be . delivered to another house . Contacted secretlab, contact XDP, no useful information . No mention of replacement or refund .negative

Delivery issues
Poor issue resolution
XDP couriers delivered to the wrong address
Refund or replacement uncertainty

Purchased a chair online, after being assured that £130 discounts would be applied. Received an online invoice via email that showed no discounts applied. Spent over two hours total being misinformed and fobbed off with excuses from the start by online chat people when attempting to purchase a chair online. Assured that the full discounts would be applied. They were not.
Fobbed off with excuse after excuse when they claimed no discounts were available, despite the fact that they were there, and detailed on the website.
The total cost showed as £508 and no discounts were applied (£130)
Invoice sent to me via email also showed the same, despite the operators stating that £130 would be discounted. As stated they weren't. The online operator then made the excuse that it would take up to 48 hours to cancel the order, despite the fact that I cancelled the order online myself

Sad really as I was impressed with the chair in question, and the discounts offered were too good to turn down, and I was assured that they would be applied too.
Now I've got to go back to looking online elsewhere for a chair that will be delivered at the price stated and paid for. Purchased a chair online, after being assured that £130 discounts would be applied . Received an online invoice via email that showed no discounts applied . Spent over two hours total being misinformed and fobbed off with excuses .negative

The company did not honor listed discounts
Inaccurate invoice provided

Bought a titan Evo last month, side cover started to fall off and it turned out the plastic inside is literally crumbling. Contacted the support last week, they have no idea when the replacement parts will arrive and that means I have a chair which I can't use. Bought a titan Evo last month, side cover started to fall off and it turned out the plastic inside is literally crumbling . Contacted the support last week, they have no idea when the replacement parts will arrive and that means I have a chair which I can't use .negative

Received a faulty chair
Support taking long to resolve it

Honestly, the chair is pretty rubbish, purchased the larger version based on what was said on their website. I have had nothing but back pain since. Initially saw a few people complaining online saying it goes away after a few months. It has now been 9 months. This has likely caused some permanent discomfort. 

If you plan to make the mistake of buying on of their chairs (Titan) in my case I advise looking for an alternative brand or if you are desperate to get one don't follow their recommended guide and go for the smaller version.

The built-in lumbar support is terrible. Unfortunately, other brands don't take trade-ins so I'm stuck with it.The built-in lumbar support is terrible for Titan's chair . Other brands don't take trade-ins so I'm stuck with it . I advise looking for an alternative brand or go for the smaller version .negative

Caused back pain
Terrible lumbar support
Inaccurate size ratings

SecretLab were very happy to take my money 10 days ago, but are not so keen on sending the chair. The courier say no request has been made to them by SecretLab which means the chair is still in the warehouse, right? I've spent hours and hours asking SecretLab support via email and live chat to check with the warehouse team. But all I get is excuses. One is: "we're pleading with the couriers to give us more information" (I didn't have to plead, they told me straight that no request has arrived and no dispatch to them has been made). Another is: "We are truly sorry for this and wish to let you know that we are actively following up on this with our fulfilment team for your order." (now 10 days after they took my money - how long does it take to speak to your own team?!) The fact is SecretLab have no idea where the chair is and have been appalling at responding to me.

Update: 13/10/2023
It's now 2 weeks since I bought the chair and despite the reply posted here from SecretLab, I'm still no closer to a resolution. They have now confirmed they did dispatch the chair - though why it took 11 days, 11 emails and 2 live chats where I repeatedly asked them to check this with their fulfilment team to actually achieve this, I'm not sure. But I'm still in a vortex of no action. I received an email confirming 'lost in transit' and that they'd send me a replacement as soon as I sent them the signed form. Have they sent me the form? No. Do I know when I will get the form? No. Is there any chance of resolution soon? Not likely. Would I recommend this company to others. Not at all. SecretLab were happy to take my money 10 days ago, but are not so keen on sending the chair . The courier say no request has been made to them by SecretLab . The fact is SecretLab have no idea where the chair is and have been appalling at responding to me .negative

Delayed shipping
Poor communication
Lack of courier tracking

Worst customer experience in history

2 weeks ago, I purchased a gaming table for 1k euros. I chatted with the customer support, and they guaranteed me the plug would fit the region it was sent to, when i specified i was from denmark. When it arrived here, I found out to my dismay that it WAS NOT COMPATIBLE with my regions (Denmarks) power supply.
I immediately wrote to them, asking them about it. They just kept saying that it was the correct one. I then sent them screenshots of it being wrong, and i was then transfered to a department "the tech department" or whatever, where they said I should just use an adapter. Funny enough, THE VERY FIRST PAGE OF THEIR MANUAL SAYS TO NEVER USE AN ADAPTER on the product. 

After 1,5 weeks of battling with the support, I am then told it's okay to use an adapter for this product, and that I should just go buy one. So on top of me not being able to use my product for over 1,5 week after receiving and building it, I now need to go out of my way to buy an external product that the user manual tells me not to use, and the only thing i hear from them is "sorry you feel like you had a bad experience". 

Actually horrible, incompetent customer service, and bad customer support. 
I've spoken to an Edward, Maria, Alessandro and Adji. Worst customer experience in history: Worst customer service in history . I purchased a gaming table for 1k euros . I chatted with customer support, and they guaranteed me the plug would fit the region it was sent to, when i specified i was from denmark . When it arrived here, I found out to my dismay that it WAS NOT COMPATIBLE with my regions (Denmarks) power supply . After 1,5 weeks of battling with the support, I am then told it's okay to use an adapter .negative

Bought a desk, but the power supply didn't match their region
Had to buy a power adapter

Chair has fallen apart after 3 years… they lied about 5 year warranty. then they want 25% of the original cost of the chair to repair it. Complete joke of a company very poor support unbelievably unhappy. Will never buy from them again and strongly recommend NOT buying there products.Chair has fallen apart after 3 years… they lied about 5 year warranty then they want 25% of the original cost of the chair to repair it . Complete joke of a company very poor support unbelievably unhappy . Will never buy from them again and strongly recommend NOT buying there products .negative
Chair fell apart after 3 years
Was asked to pay 25% of the original cost for repair
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